
2022-2023 Little Brownie Bakers (LBB) Product Supply Challenges 
 
Girl Scouts of Colorado was notified in late November by our baker, Little Brownie Bakers, 
that they are experiencing supply chain issues and workforce disruptions that will impact 
our shipped cookies during the upcoming cookie season. We have been assured there is no 
impact to our in-person cookie sales.    
 
Digital Cookie will be open for girls to sell and take in-person orders beginning Jan. 12, 
however the option to select and pay for cookies to be shipped will be delayed until  Feb. 
27.  
 

• From Jan. 12-Feb. 4, Digital Cookie is open only for pre-orders to be fulfilled by girl 
delivery once cookies are in-hand on Feb. 5 and donations. 

 
• From Feb. 5-Feb. 26, Digital Cookie remains open for girl-delivery orders and 

donations. 
 

• Feb. 27-March 12, Digital Cookie will be open for girl-delivery orders, donations and 
direct-ship orders. 

 
National impact 
 
Q: How is the Movement addressing LBB’s production challenges? 
 
A: The product shortfall is being addressed via three actions: A) Twelve LBB councils have 
volunteered to shift their sale dates out of the impacted product timeframe and delay until 
March (or later), when product becomes readily available; B) for LBB councils the Digital 
Cookie delivery option to ship cookies to customers will be delayed/will not open until Feb. 
27 (all varieties, including Raspberry Rally are impacted); C) all LBB councils will be 
limited to their October 2022 forecast amount. 
 
Q: Will LBB have any other limitations or reductions to initial orders or reorders? 
 
A: LBB has confirmed that initial orders will be fulfilled and that GSCO’s pre-deploy cookies 
(used to fill initial order and early reorders) will be in the state by the end of December. 
LBB is limiting councils to a maximum of their October 2022 forecast. GSCO’s forecast was 
about 4.5 million packages. Shipped cookies do not come out of our in-state inventory. Gift 
of Caring cookies will be ordered after the program has ended. 
 
Q: Could the Feb. 27 launch date for shipped orders shift earlier or be delayed 
further? 
 
A: The date should not shift earlier; councils have finalized decisions regarding shifting sale 
dates and all parties (councils, GSUSA, and LBB) must have a confirmed date to develop 
marketing, communications, and technology plans associated with this situation. At this 



time, LBB has collaborated on the Feb. 27, 2023 launch date and has confirmed their intent 
and ability to meet this timeframe. 
 
Colorado impact 
LBB has confirmed our initial order will not be impacted and our full 3.8 million packages 
of pre-deployed cookies will be in the state by the end of December. Last year’s total sales 
were 3,756,405 packages of cookies, only 6% of those were direct shipped.  
 
Q. Will troops receive their initial order of cookies or will some areas have delays 
and shortages like last year?  
 
A. Girl Scouts of Colorado has to forecast the amount of cookies we expect to order in 
October. Troops place initial orders in January. We’re confident that if our entire initial 
order placed to LBB arrives on time, troops will receive their full initial orders. There is 
always the possibility of weather or other unforeseen circumstances causing delays in 
delivery. 
 
Q. Will local Girl Scouts be able to meet their cookie goals with the shorter window 
for shipped cookies? 
 
A. The total amount of direct-shipped cookies sold last year accounted for 6% of the total 
sale. We will continue to evaluate but we believe Girl Scouts are creative thinkers with 
entrepreneurial mindsets who will be able to overcome this challenge. The addition of the 
shipped-only Raspberry Rally cookie (a 10th cookie in the line up) should help. And, girls 
and troops will be aware of the timing for shipped cookies when they begin to set their 
goals. 
 
Q: Is access to the Digital Cookie system delayed until Feb. 27? 
A: No. Beginning Jan. 12, Digital Cookie will be open in Colorado for girl delivery pre-orders 
and donations. Beginning Feb. 5, Digital Cookie will be open for girl/troop-delivered, booth 
pickup, donation, and mobile orders. The only delay is related to the activation of Digital 
Cookie shipped direct-to-consumer orders (available beginning Feb. 27). 
 
Q: How long will Digital Cookie be open considering the delayed launch of shipped 
cookies? 
A: In Colorado, Digital Cookie will be open for business until March 12, 2023.  
 
Q: How will customers know the shipping option is delayed until Feb. 27? 
A: GSUSA is modifying the Digital Cookie system to inform customers that shipping is not 
currently available. On Feb. 27, 2023, the Digital Cookie system will update to include the 
shipping delivery option. 
 
 
Q: Will Girl Scouts of Colorado extend the digital sale date to accommodate the 
delayed launch of Digital Cookie Shipped orders? 



A: Girl Scouts of Colorado has carefully considered all the factors around extending the 
digital sale and, at this time, has decided not to extend beyond the March 12 program end 
date.  
 
Q: Can girls and troops start their sale before Feb. 27?  
A: Yes, the Girl Scout Cookie Program in Colorado officially begins Feb. 5. Digital Cookie 
opens on Jan. 12 for girl delivery pre-orders and donations, main cookie delivery day is on 
Feb. 4 and go day is on Feb. 5. We will encourage a phased sales approach to volunteers and 
girls/families, emphasizing girl-delivered and booth sales from Feb. 5 through Feb. 27. 
After Feb. 27, girls may add an approach that targets their non-local customers requiring 
direct-shipped cookies. 
 
Q: How will the delayed launch of shipped cookies impact the new, shipped-only 
Raspberry Rally cookie? 
A: Raspberry Rally will be available on Feb. 27 on Digital Cookie for direct shipment to 
consumers while supplies last. 
 
Q: Given the delay to shipped cookies, will Raspberry Rally be available in person? 
A: No, Raspberry Rally was developed for approved digital platforms for direct shipment to 
consumers. The quantities produced were based on estimated online sales volumes. The 
Raspberry Rally cookie will remain a shipped-only cookie as originally planned and will not 
be available in person.  
 
 
Q: How will Girl Scouts of Colorado manage its promotions? 
A: We will launch the cookie season marketing in early February including a note about 
cookies being available for shipping beginning Feb. 27. We are looking into additional paid 
advertising and other promotions around the Feb. 27 shipping launch.  
 
Q: When will troop links activate on the GSUSA Cookie Finder website? 
A: Feb. 27, 2023 for LBB councils; ABC Baker councils will activate on Feb. 17.  
 
Q: Will the council consider implementing an incentive for girls promoting Digital 
Cookie shipped sales on Feb. 27? 
A: Girl Scouts of Colorado already has a Raspberry Rally charm incentive in place. Our 
priority will be helping girls understand they should delay marketing to non-local family 
and friends (who require shipped cookies) until after Feb. 27 when the cookies are 
available for direct shipment and providing materials to support them in the two-phase 
sale approach. 


